A Better Way to Mount Tortoise Switch Machines
Quick, Easy and Accurate
For ½” Homasote on ½” plywood
1. Position switch exactly where it will be, temporarily connected to adjoining track.
Holding the points exactly centered between the rails, take a ball point pen or pin
or whatever you have, put it through the center hole in the throw bar, and mark
the roadbed under the turnout exactly where the hole should be drilled.
2. Drill a 3/8 inch hole where you have marked the roadbed being sure you hold the
drill vertically straight so the hole is perpendicular to the surface of the roadbed.
3. Take a 2” piece of 3/8” wooden dowel and using a drill press (yours or a friend’s)
drill a 1/16” hole vertically through the dowel making sure it is centered in the
dowel. Push the dowel up through the bottom of the hole in the roadbed until it’s
flush with the underside of the roadbed.
4. Take the template supplied with your Tortoise and using a push pin secure the
template to the bottom of the dowel, and mark the 4 points where screws will hold
the Tortoise in place. Make sure that the template is oriented in the same
direction as the track. Remove the template and make initial screw holes where
the four screws will go, that will hold the Tortoise in place.
5. Secure the “throw” wire to the Tortoise, making sure it is perfectly vertical. The
wire supplied is .025”. I always replace it with .032” piano wire to give it a little
more strength. Manually move the mechanism so the wire is perfectly centered
on the Tortoise. Then mount a piece of 2 sided foam tape to the top of the
Tortoise, and push the throw wire up through the hole in the dowel, and pressing
the Tortoise in place. Secure the Tortoise to the bottom of the roadbed with small
screws which will secure the Tortoise to the underside of the roadbed, and then
remove the dowel. Your throw wire should be dead center in the hole.
5. Take your turnout and slide it over the throw wire, and secure it to your track with
your rail joiners, making sure the points are centered when you do. If you are
using Peco turnouts remove plate on the turnout and remove the spring, as you do
not want the spring fighting the throw bar. Using wire cutters cut the throw wire
where it comes up through the hole in the throw bar.

Since this method results in the throw spring being perfectly centered his should work
fine for a total 1” of roadbed, and in many cases will work for 1.5”. If your roadbed is
more than 1.5 “ or even 1.5” you may want to use a ½” dowel, and drill a ½” hole.

